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I. INTRODUCTION

The significance of transformations and their
applications to dynamical systems are  of great
importance. In particular, the dynamics of a finite closed
quantum system is conventionally represented by a one-
parameter group of unitary transformations in Hilbert
space [5]. This formalism makes it difficult to describe
irreversible processes like the decay of unstable particles,
approach to thermodynamic equilibrium and measurement
processes.  It seems that the only possibility of introducing
an irreversible behaviour in a finite system is to avoid the
unitary time development altogether by considering non-
Hamiltonian systems. One way of doing this is by
postulating an interaction of the considered system S with
an external system R like a heat bath or a measuring
instrument. This approach is suggested by the theory of
the measurement process in quantum theory, which
provides an example of an irreversible process even in the
axioms of quantum theory, and by Einstein's theory of
Brownian motion where the fluid provides a stochastic
external force which determines the irreversible nature of
the motion. A different physical interpretation with the
same mathematical structure is to consider S as a limited
set of (macroscopic) degrees of freedom of a large system
S + R and R as the uncontrolled (microscopic) degrees of
freedom [5]. If the reservoir R is supposed to be finite (but
large) then the development of the system S + R may be
given by a unitary group of transformations. The partial
state of S then suffers a time development which is not
given by a unitary transformation in general. The simplest
dynamics for S which could describe a genuinely
irreversible process is a semigroup of transformations
which introduces a preferred direction in time. It is
difficult, however, to give physically plausible conditions
on the system S + R which rigorously imply a semigroup
law of motion for the subsystem S. Intuitively the time
scale considered for S should be very long compared with
the relaxation time of the external system R, but shorter
than the recurrence time for the system S + R considered

as a closed finite system. There is thus only an
intermediate time interval in which the semigroup
behaviour is approximated. In order to obtain an exact
semigroup law for S it is necessary (but not sufficient) to
let the size of R approach infinity. The only rigorous
treatments of this problem known to the author were given
by Davies for a model of a harmonic oscillator [4] and for
a N-level atom  and by Pule for a spin system. In each case
the system is in contact with an infinite heat bath. The
results are that the weak coupling limits of the time
developments are Markovian for large classes of
interaction Hamiltonians. The argument for choosing the
set of dynamical maps to form a semigroup must,
however, be based mostly on the simplicity and the
success of physical applications. Applications to processes
like laser action, spin relaxation etc., of Markovian master
equations, where the Liouville operator is just the
generator of the dynamical semigroup, have led some
authors to introduce the semigroup law as the fundamental
dynamical postulate for open (non-Hamiltonian) systems
[5].

II. PRELIMINARIES

We suppose that each time )(  RRt belongs a state
of the system Ztz )( from the state space Z . We also
assume that the motion is deterministic, that is, for every
time instant 0t and initial state 0z there exists a unique

motion Zz zt R:
00 , such that .00, )(

00
ztz zt  Let

)()( 1,0, 0100
htzhtz ztzt  holds for any Rhtt ,, 10

and Zzz 10 , . This implies that the orbits of the motion
do not intersect each other. We can define the operators

ZZtT :)( for )(  RRt acting as

),(:)( 0,0
ttzztT zt  where 0t can be chosen arbitrary

since the system is autonomous. Then clearly,
zzT )0( holds because .)( 0,0

ztz zt 

Definition: A one-parameter semigroup of operators
satisfies:
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Remark:: Suppose that CR  :)(T is has continuous
solution. Then there exists a unique Ca such that

tatT e)(  . The remark above can be generalzed in an

arbitrary Banach lattice L( X ), e.g., in ,nX C
],,[ baCX  or )(1 RLX  . Let )(XL a Banach Lattice

of bounded linear operators on X . It is interesting to
detemine the solution of )(:)( XLT  R of the
following:








XIdT
stsTtTstT

FE
)0(

0,),()()(
)(

Definition: Let )(:)( XLT  R be a solution of )(FE
satisfying .)(lim

0
XxxxtT

t



Then 0))(( ttT is

called a strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup (or
C0-semigroup). If these properties hold for R instead of

R , we call 0))(( ttT a strongly continuous one-
parameter group (or C0-group

III. GENERATOR

If )(XLA – e.g. n
n XMA CC  ),( – then using the

exponential series we can define )(e XLtA  . It is easy to

see that the operator family 0,e:)(  ttT tA forms a C0-
semigroup satisfying )(FE . Furthermore, )(tT is a
solution of the following differential equation:











XIdT

ttATtT
dt
d

DE
)0(

0),()(
)(

In this case

0)(


 ttT
dt
dA

and A is called the generator of the semigroup.
In general, we can define the generator of a strongly

continuous semigroup as follows [7].
Definition: Let 0))(( ttT be a strongly continuous
semigroup. The linear (but not necessarly bounded)
operator

00

0

))(()(lim:

)(lim::)(
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is called the generator of 0))(( ttT .
Since ))(,( ADA is defined as the derivative of the

orbits of the semigroup in 0 , )(tT is in some ways the
generalization of the exponential function of A . Of
course, in this case tAe can not be defined by the
exponential series because ))(,( ADA is not bounded and
the series not necessarily converges in norm. But one can
prove that )(AD is always dense in X and ))(,( ADA is
closed.

IV. ABSTRACT CAUCHY PROBLEMS

Up to now it is not clear how operator semigroups can
be used for solving problems in the applications. The clue
is the abstract Cauchy problem. It is well-known that
many physical phenomena can be formulated
mathematically as a system of partial differential
equations, see e.g. the air pollution transport model in the
next section. These systems can often be rewritten as an
abstract Cauchy problem, that is








0)0(
0),()(

)(
uu

ttAutu
ACP



The operator A on the right-hand side is usually an
(unbounded) differential operator on a function (Banach)
space X , 0,)(  tXtx .
Theorem: Let ))(,( ADA be a closed, densely defined
linear operator on X and let )(ACP be the associated
abstract Cauchy problem defined as above. Then the
following assertions are equivalent.
a) For every )(0 ADx  there exists a unique solution of

)(ACP depending continuously on the initial data 0x .
b) ))(,( ADA is the generator of a strongly continuous

semigroup 0))(( ttT on X .
In this case the solution is .0,)()( 0  txtTtx

Hence, to prove well-posedness of a problem written in
the form of an abstract Cauchy problem one has to verify
that the operator on the right-hand side is the generator of
a C0-semigroup. In general it is not easy, but in many
important cases it is possible.

V. DIFFUSION SEMI-GROUP

Let us take a look at the one-dimensional heat conduction
equation with Neumann boundary conditions:

.0,0)1,()0,(

]1,0[),(),0(

)1,0(,0),,(),( 2

2
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We can rewrite it as








0)0(
0),()(
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with

}.0)1()0(:]1,0[{:)(

:
2 



ffCfAD

fAf

Here the Banach space is ]1,0[CX  and ),()(  tutx .
Observe that the boundary conditions appear in the
domain of A hence the operator becomes unbounded –
but still it is closed and densely defined in X .

Using the eigenvalues 22n and eigenfunctions
2,cos2,1 nns of A and the theory of linear ordinary

differential equations, one can prove the following.
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Theorem: The operator ))(,( ADA defined above
generates a strongly continuous semigroup 0))(( ttT on

]1,0[CX  with

.coscose21:),(

]1,0[],1,0[,)(),())()((

0
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This semigroup is called the one-dimensional diffusion
semigroup.
In nR one can prove the following.
Theorem: Consider the closure of the Laplace operator

,),,,(),,,(Δ
1
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2
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defined for every f from the Schwartz space of rapidly
decreasing, infinitely many times differentiable functions
on nR . It generates a strongly continuous semigroup

0))(( ttT on )(1 nLX R with

.)0(

,0,)(e
4
1))()(( 4

|| 2

IdT

tdf
t

ftT n
t

n
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rs
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This semigroup is called the n-dimensional diffusion
semigroup.

VI. TRANSLATION SEMIGROUP

Let us investigate the closure of the following first order
differential operator

).(:)(

:
1 n
cCAD

fAf

R



Here )(1 n
cC R denotes the space of continuously

differentiable functions having compact support in nR .
One can easily prove that ))(,( ADA generates a strongly

continuous semigroup 0))(( ttT on )(0
nCX R (the

space of continuous functions vanishing at infinity on
nR ) with

,),())()(( ntfftT Rss1s 

called the translation semigroup on nR .

VII. MULTIPLICATION SEMI-GROUP

Let CR nq : be a continuous function. We can
define the following closed, densely defined linear
operator on )(0

nCX R .

)}.(:)({:)(M

:M

00
nn

q

q

CqfCfD

qff

RR 



If



)(Resup sq

s nR
then

)(,0,e:)( 0
ntq

q CftfftT R

defines the strongly continuous multiplication semigroup,
generated by ))(M,(M qq D .

VIII. TRAFFIC FLOW

We now turn to a concrete problem that is treated in
details in [1]. Air pollution transport can be modeled by
the following partial differential equation.















.),()0,(

],0(),(Δ)(
)(

0
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Here ),( tcc x denotes the concentration of the air
pollutant, ),( txuu  describes the wind velocity,

),( tEE x is the emission function, ),( tx  the
deposition and )(cR the chemistry operator. For the sake
of simplicity we assumed the diffusion coefficient to be 1 .
If we look at the right-hand side of )(APM we find that
all the operators acting on c are of type discussed above,
hence generate strongly continuous semigroups on
appropriate spaces. Using the perturbation theory of [4] we
obtain well-posedness for )(APM .

The importance of the operator semigroup theory is
revealed especially in proving qualitative properties of
solutions of partial differential equations (abstract Cauchy
problems, resp.). A rich theory for qualitative properties of
C0 –semigroups has been developed in the last 50 years
that can be useful also in the applications.

Here we mention only one example. Let us recall the
famous Liapunov Stability Theorem for matrices[6].
Theorem: Let )(CnMA an be an nn  matrix. Then
the following assertions are equivalent.
a) 0||e||lim 



tA
t

b) All eigenvalues of A have negative real part, i.e.,
0Re  for all )(A .

This result can be generalized for the asymptotic of
semigroups having bounded generator [5]
Theorem: Let )(XLA on some Banach space X and

0,e:)(  ttT tA the strongly continuous semigroup
generated by A . Then the following assertions are
equivalent.
a) 0||)(||lim 


tT

t

b) 0Re  for all )(A .
If the semigroup is regular enough, we also can

characterize stability with the spectrum of the unbounded
generator A .
Theorem: Let A be the generator of an eventually norm-
continuous semigroup 0))(( ttT on X , that is, there exists

00 t such that the function )(tTt is norm continuous
from ),( 0 t into )(XL . Then the following assertions
are equivalent.
a) 0||)(||lim 


tT

t
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b) 0)}(:sup{Re  A .
The same holds if the semigroup is positive on a

function space,[2] that is, it maps positive (i.e. greater or
equal to zero) functions into positive functions. This is the
case in many important applications such as heat diffusion
etc[1,3].

Hence, to prove that the solutions of an abstract Cauchy
problem converge to 0 if t it is enough to investigate
the spectrum of the operator on the right-hand side.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this section we conclude by giving the significance of
operator semigroups and their applications.

In the numerical solution of (complicated) partial
differential equations the operator splitting method is
often used. Here we divide the spatial differential operator
of the system into simpler operators and solve the
corresponding problems one after the other, by connecting
them through their initial conditions  To use this method
one has to assume that the sub-problems are well-posed
which in practice is often hard to prove.

We also have to know the error caused by the operator
splitting and by the use of numerical methods. Applying
operator semigroup techniques helps a lot to answer these
questions. Dynamical systems [1-8] rely so much on the
theories from operator semigroup hence indispensable.
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